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Getting into shape and avoiding the apocalypse
Paul W. Jowitt

Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT
We are in the Systems Age of development and facing a number of
related critical issues at a range of temporal and physical scales.
These now threaten the world’s environment and the human
race’s place in it. This paper discusses the array of problems
involved and the need to tackle them at the systems level, to
identify sustainable solutions and resilience measures to avoid
large scale undesirable outcomes. There is a need to avoid the
usual conclusion after such events that ‘lessons must be learned’.
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From the stone age to the systems age

When Ian Munro and Colin Brown established this Journal in 1983, they were convinced
that Systems Thinking was fundamental to engineering decision making. In fact, they had
been so convinced from the early 1960s when they met at Berkeley and stumbled into a
seminar by Lofti Zadeh on Fuzzy Sets, and reinforced by their own work on structural
safety, optimisation theory and the insights that the duality theory of Linear Programming
offered to physical behaviours in such areas as plasticity theory. Of course, it took a while
for this to sink in more widely. Along the way, much of the research effort in systems was
directed to quantitative systems techniques. For some, this became the be all and end all.
For others it was a bridge to Systems Thinking at multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
levels; and involving qualitative and quantitative systems methods. It is now abundantly
clear to most, if not all, that we are in the Systems Age of development, and characterised
by the following epithet coined by the author:

Climate Change, Resilience and the UN Sustainable Development Goals are all Systems Level
Problems. Engineers need to play their part in providing Systems Level Solutions. There are
no silver bullets, but there may be some silver linings.

Whether or not it’s too late, time will tell. On the one hand, Systems Thinkers are a bit like
Cassandra, condemned to tell the truth but never to be believed. On the other hand,
Systems Thinkers are akin to Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi. Which is it? Maybe duality
theory has wider implications!

There was a simpler time. In the Neolithic period, about 5,000 years ago, not muchmat-
tered beyond the next meal. It was tough, but we lived well within environmental limits.
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The Stone Age wasn’t going to end because we were about to run out of stones. We
became civilised and developed new technologies.

Ironically, at the start of human endeavour and civilisation as we might know it, the
distribution of resources was probably more equitable than at any time since. We all
had equal access to equally primitive forms of sanitation. It was unpleasant, but equally
unpleasant for all.

Mobile phones were a distant prospect. If we were to measure progress by access to toilets
versusmobile phones, it wouldmake grim reading. Of course, there were disasters, and as civi-
lisation became more urbanised and organised, the effects became more severe and the
impacts more intense, but usually not so long-lasting. Even after large scale disasters such
as Pompeii and Herculaneum, people picked themselves up and started all over again. Artisa-
nal skills were widely available to rebuild what had been lost. Supply chains were fairly simple,
even if sometimes long. And whilst they were fragile, they were easily repaired.

Pragmatic resilience

In the aftermath of the Great Fire of London, grand plans were drawn up by Sir Christo-
pher Wren, John Evelyn and others to re-configure the city streets into a grid. In the end
the plans were abandoned, and the old city streets were retained but simply widened to
reduce the chances of fires spreading so easily. A new London rose like a Phoenix from the
ashes. There was a sense of Pragmatic Resilience.

Less than a month after the Great Lisbon Earthquake and Tsunami in 1755, Manuel da
Maia, Portugal’s chief engineer, presented his plans for the re-building of Lisbon, which
included seismically protective wooden structures – ‘gaiolas Pombalina’ – to provide
earthquake resistance. Once again, resilience was being built in.

As Jon Side, my co-editor of this Special Issue, commenting on a draft of this paper: ‘Prag-
matic resilience was one of the features of Voltaire’s “Candide” – seeing the world as it is, not
as some God given perfection’. It cost Voltaire – ‘Candide’ was banned! (Side 2022). Contri-
butors to this Journal need not worry; they just need to read more widely.

But in so many other ways, in a world that was becoming increasingly urbanised, things
were starting to get out of shape, and more vulnerable. The great cholera outbreaks of the
nineteenth century across the world were warnings of things to come. With urban popu-
lations now living cheek by jowl, wide scale disasters and epidemics were more likely.
Covid is a harsh reminder.

After thousands had laid down their lives through cholera, Engineers such as Bazal-
gette and Hawksley in the UK, laid down the pattern of drainage and water supply net-
works that still serve us today. With roads, canals, railways – and now water and
sewerage – we were getting networked on a grand scale. Systems were emerging.

Powering onwards and upwards – and then coming back down to earth

The Victorian powerhouse steamed on, leading to the growth of the Merchant and Indus-
trial Cities. From Bristol to Bradford and Birmingham, from Belfast to Glasgow, and from
Manchester to Leeds and Sheffield, their fine public buildings and city halls were as bold
as brass, brazen expressions of their wealth. And accompanied by infrastructure provision
to match.
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They were fuelled by coal and steam, financed by wool, cotton, steel and tobacco,
often carried on the backs of the slave trade, and led by powerful Victorian city barons
and industrialists. Into the early twentieth century, and the Edwardian era motored on,
and in 1903, at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, it took off in the hands of the Wright Brothers.
Technology was seemingly unstoppable, and was driven forward through two world wars.
The Post World War 2 period brought the end of rationing in the UK, and in came plastics,
Rock ‘n Roll and onwards to the moon. It was a blast, and as some politicians would say,
‘we’d never had it so good’.

What could possibly go wrong? There seemed to be no limits, least of all environmental
ones. But, of course, there were. We should have seen it coming much sooner. Rachel
Carson did (Carson 1962).

Human resilience

Disasters ranging from the 2004 Boxing Day Tsunami in Banda Aceh to the 2010/2011
Christchurch Earthquakes demonstrated the power of human resilience in the face of
infrastructure failure.

The fishermen of Banda Aceh were soon repairing their boats and nets. In Christchurch
NZ, vertical accelerations of 2 g led to massive disruption of water supplies and sewers,
forcing many to dig pit latrines in their own back yards. The Stronger Christchurch Infra-
structure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) committed itself to the people of Christchurch to rebuild
the city’s horizontal infrastructure.

Christchurch was being re-shaped… . And when the spirits needed lifting, then how
inspiring to do it with a cardboard cathedral built to withstand horizontal accelerations
up to 1.2g? Human and spiritual resilience are often as vital as infrastructure and hardware
resilience.

Lifelines, connectivity and emergent properties

In Christchurch’s case, they were relatively well prepared. Some engineers had seen it
coming…David Elms at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch and others in NZ
had looked at Infrastructure Lifelines in NZ in the 1990s (Lamb 1997)

But with many such infrastructure breakdowns, the failure modes are often unex-
pected, unanticipated. They lead to that well-worn euphemism –With the benefit of hind-
sight, there are clearly lessons to be learned.

But quite often, some failure modes seem blindingly obvious if only someone had
stopped to think…

In 2011 the Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami were devastating in their immediate
impacts. But they also led to the unfolding disaster at the Fukushima Nuclear Power
Plant. The cooling systems lost power. The backup up diesel generators were inundated
by the tsunami. Pumping stations and electrical installations didn’t work too well under
water. Perhaps that might have been foreseen. It’s called systems thinking. Too often,
infrastructure resilience is compromised by Common Cause failures…

The lack of infrastructure resilience was also brutally exposed in the aftermath of Hur-
ricane Katrina and more recently by Hurricane Sandy. Katrina showed how the critical
infrastructure of such a major city as New Orleans in the world’s richest and technically
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most advanced nation could so easily be reduced to chaos, and with it the social cohesion
of its population.

Much of this chaos resulted from a loss of electricity and power. Credit cards were
useless, and the cash machines didn’t work. In the face of no access to food and water,
human behaviours changed. Some were just desperate, others nakedly opportunistic.
Civilised, urban societies in the developed world are, in reality, just a few days, or even
hours, away from chaos if critical lifelines fail.

One vital element for resilience is communication. We are increasingly reliant on
mobile technologies. Wireless, mobile technology is only good so far as it goes. And
when things go wrong, that might not be far – only a fewmiles compared to conventional
radio transmission distances of several hundred miles.

Systems level failures

Communications, and much else, depend critically on electricity and the availability of
power. What is worrying is that many are of the view that the interconnection of every-
thing (‘systems of systems’) enhances resilience. It does if it works. But it relies on power
with no disruptions. And all this is before the recent advent of internet warfare/terrorism.
Connecting it all up is much more than a few wires and some computer chips.

Power supplies in the developed economies are based on the combination of highly
interconnected large-scale power grids and high-capacity power plants. But increasingly,
grid failures – not generation failures – have been the cause of widespread power black-
outs. At one extreme, relatively minor local incidents – such as high winds and snow-
storms can cascade into catastrophic grid failures. At the other extreme, solar storms
and related magnetic activity can induce power outages in the grid. The UK Met Office
is now providing forecasts of solar weather.

The paradigm of the interconnected grid also has implications for many of the renew-
able technologies and other small-medium scale power generation options, which if con-
nected into the grid are likely to add to grid complexity and proneness to progressive
catastrophic failure.

And in such as the UK, even ‘big grid’ capacity is at risk, with the decommissioning and
outage of major and ageing fossil fuel and nuclear power stations. The headroom is
uncomfortably low. Down from 17% ten years ago to barely 5% now (UK Power Networks
2021).

We are assured that the UK’s lights will stay on in the winter – even if we have to switch
off the factories! Consumers in Australia are being urged to turn off their electrical appli-
ances for a couple of hours a day (The Guardian 2022).

The energy (and climate change) situation across the globe is exacerbated by recent
events in the Ukraine, whose ramification extend beyond the immediate tragedy of
war and refugees to impacts on world food and energy supplies. And if we ignore that,
then there will be more lessons to be learned down the line. Nearly all our infrastructure
networks are now interdependent, and we need to ensure that this connectivity enhances
resilience rather than diminishes it. It’s a system.

Connectivity not only determines how things work, but it also determines their emer-
gent properties. Even simple systems have emergent properties. And more complex
systems can sometimes have catastrophic emergent properties.
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21st century economics – a systems failure in the offing?

The Financial Crisis of 2007–08 was a total surprise to many. But it was an emergent prop-
erty of the financial system that grew out of the trading floors of international stock
markets, coupled with weak regulation, poor risk management and driven by an aggres-
sive business paradigm of growth, mergers and acquisitions.

The system had no resilience.
It was a disaster waiting to happen – and the few warning voices were drowned out in

the brokers’ stampede to the trading floor.
In a visit to the London School of Economics in 2009, Her Majesty the Queen asked the

pithy question to her hosts:Why had nobody noticed it coming? Professors Besley and Hen-
nessy explained it to HM The Queen thus: It was a failure to understand the risks to the
system as a whole

Infrastructure systems failures

But in our world, the world of infrastructure, there are emergent properties too, some
which have changed our everyday lives for the better – – and others which place us at
increased risk. We tend to expect the obvious and are often surprised when it doesn’t
happen. But improving resilience also requires knowing something about modes of
failure. Sir Alfred Pugsley’s work on structural safety – starting in the 1940s – revealed
that failures often stemmed from some form of unconsidered human error or through
failure mode oversight (NCE 1999). This remains true today. If we are to understand resi-
lience, we need to understand that. Many contemporary specifications for structural
design employ failure calculations set into a sophisticated probability calculus. But the
results are seductive. Real failures occur more often than we expect, and in ways we
overlooked.

The partial collapse of the 24 storey Ronan Point apartment block in London in 1968
was initiated by a gas explosion in an 18th floor corner apartment. It blew out an exterior
load-bearing wall. The resulting collapse killed 4 and injured 17 residents. The reality of
professional interest was focussed on compliance with Codes of Practice – and the
assumptions that they contained. Unfortunately, it didn’t focus on sub-standard work-
manship, even less about Ivy Lodge who got up at approximately 5:45 am on 16 May
1968, and went into her kitchen in flat 90, a corner flat on the 18th floor of the building,
and lit a match to light the gas stove to make a cup of tea. There was a faulty gas connec-
tion and the match sparked an explosion that blew out the load-bearing walls supporting
the four flats above. The building had just opened two months earlier. Ivy Hodge was
blown across the room and clear of the collapsing walls by the explosion. She survived
– as did her gas stove, which she took to her new address.

In the subsequent Inquiry, it was noted that we often miss the obvious in the overall
mess (Griffiths 1968).

And in June 2017, there was an even more catastrophic event involving another
London tower block – Grenfell Tower – a fire resulting in the death of 72 people. This
time, the event was started by an electrical fault in a refrigerator, which escalated into
a runaway inferno fuelled by dangerous cladding. Five years on and still more lessons
to be learned, and perhaps most importantly, why do these things keep happening?
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Closed world assumptions

As engineers, we don’t tend to do philosophy, but there is something to be said for some-
thing attributed to Socrates…

How can we ever learn what we do not know? Either we already know what we are looking
for, in which case we don’t need to look…Or we don’t know what we’re looking for, in which
case we wouldn’t recognise it if we found it Figure 1.

In more recent times it cropped up in Donald Rumsfeld’s comment about Unknown Unknowns
Figure 2.

More pertinently, we need to avoid the dangerous tendency to make closed world
assumptions.

Back to the future

Let me take you back in time, to the 10th September 2001.

. There was an outbreak of foot and mouth disease in Leicestershire, England

. Michael Jackson was on stage in New York for a 30th anniversary concert

. The B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra recorded a live performance of Ralph Vaughan Wil-
liams’ ‘A Sea Symphony’ at the Royal Albert Hall in the Promenade Concerts.

. And the US Secretary of Defence, Donald Rumsfeld, announced plans to cut red tape
and bureaucracy at the Pentagon, in order to save billions of dollars for weapons and
operations.

In the ensuing press conference someone might have asked him about the chances
that 4 aircraft would crash into 4 major buildings within a radius of about 500 miles in
the next 24 h?

Like most of us, he would have put the chances as close to zero. Modern aircraft are
very reliable. And it had been a long time since a B-45 Mitchell aeroplane crashed in
thick fog into the Empire State Building in 1945… In normal circumstances then, the
answer would indeed be close to zero. But if the conditional assumption was that the

Figure 1. Plato and Socrates.
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aircraft had been hi-jacked by suicidal pilots working in concert, then the empirical
answer came the very next day – on the 11th of September – 9/11.

The chances turned out to be about 3 out of 4.
Two aircraft flew into the World Trade Center. A third hit the Pentagon and the fourth

crashed into a field in Shanksville Pennsylvania (and then only after some brave passen-
gers rushed the cockpit).

The key factor in the failure probability calculation shifted from aircraft reliability to
airport security. The probability calculus was turned upside down. And it’s obvious if
Bayes’ Theorem is applied to the problem. The calculation is as follows.

Pr(4 aircraft fly into 4 major buildings) = Pr(4 aircraft fly into 4 major buildings| pilots are
stable)*Pr(pilots are stable)

plus

Pr(4 aircraft fly into 4 major buildings| pilots are suicidal terrorists)*Pr(pilots are suicidal
terrorists)

Prior to 9/11, the assumptions would have been:

Pr(4 aircraft fly into 4 major buildings| pilots are stable) = almost zero

Pr(pilots are stable) = almost one

And whilst it might be assumed that

Pr(4 aircraft fly into 4 major buildings| pilots are suicidal terrorists) = almost one,

the critical – and catastrophic – assumption would have been:

Pr(pilots are suicidal terrorists) = almost zero.

But that flawed assumption was tragically exposed by the events of 9/11. Here were some
more lessons to be learned. Increasingly, we need to consider the open world assumption.

Figure 2. Mondrian and unknown unknowns.
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The perfect storm

The limits of the closed world assumption are clear as we head into what the UK’s former
Chief Scientific Advisor, Sir John Beddington, once called the Perfect Storm (Beddington
2009), or as Angela Merkel would later describe it, a Scheißesturm (Blackall 2013) Figure 3.

Look at the ingredients for Beddington’s Perfect Storm and more…

. Political instability at a range of scales. Who would have thought that events in Ukraine
and the Crimea in 2014 would have led to where we are now with an emerging global
food and energy crisis?

. Over-dependency on (wireless) technology.

. Unstable networks of networks

. And the emergent properties of complex systems that we don’t fully understand.

These factors make it difficult to keep in shape. It’s more about topology than geome-
try! We are in the world of interconnected networks of everything – social, physical, econ-
omic, technological and ecological. Everything nowadays is connected.

Life isn’t just complicated – rich in detail. It’s complex – rich in structure.
To coin a phrase, systems level problems need systems level understanding and

systems level solutions.
What can we learn from other disciplines?

Sustainable agriculture and food

Over 35 years ago the author attended Professor Gordon Conway’s inaugural lecture at
Imperial College on sustainable agriculture. He would later become President of the Rock-
efeller Foundation and more recently Chief Scientific Advisor at the UK’s Department for
International Development (DfID). His lecture was about agricultural/food systems. He
showed some graphs that are relevant to our ideas on systems resilience and sustainabil-
ity. Conway was looking ahead to 2050, by which time we would need to double food
production Figure 4.

Figure 3. From “The Perfect Storm” to the “Scheißesturm” (After Beddington 2009).
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Conway’s requirements were

. Productivity

. Stability

. Resilience

And

. Equitability

… .. providing accessible food and incomes, not just to the better-off, but to the poor and
hungry.

Figure 4. Sustainable agriculture (from Conway 2014).
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Sustainable and resilient infrastructure

There are strong parallels to the provision of infrastructure – the stable platform upon
which civilisation depends.

. Infrastructure needs to be effective, efficient, and reliable.

. It needs to be resilient, incorporating the notion of stability in the face of change as
well as recovery from severe disruption.

. And it needs to be equitable.

So, it all comes back to the role of infrastructure, resilient infrastructure and the role of
Engineers in delivering it in the face of climate change and international development.
This systems approach to infrastructure delivery was the focus of the author’s ICE
Brunel Lecture (Jowitt 2008) and his ICE Presidential Address (Jowitt 2010). In 2022 the
ICE produced a series of briefing sheets on Systems approaches to infrastructure delivery
(ICE 2022). The message was getting home!

Infrastructure risk and strategy in a rapidly changing world

The Institution of Civil Engineers’ State of the Nation Reports on infrastructure highlighted
the need to change our thinking to cope with resilience in face of a changing climate and
more extreme weather. In 2014, Keith Clarke, former ICE Vice President, put it like this
(Clarke 2014):

We are at the threshold of a different risk profile. The old view of infrastructure 24/7 just isn’t
going to work.

He went on to say that The way that we privatised infrastructure in the UK didn’t deal with
resilience and certainly didn’t deal with the resilience of systems.

The 1980s UK privatisations didn’t deal with long term strategy either. At the time of
privatisation of the electricity industry, there were siren voices who warned that the
UK’s energy strategy couldn’t be left to the market. So it has proved.

But at the time, the UK’s utilities were widely perceived to be in a parlous state – under-
resourced, inefficient, ineffective, and unresponsive…Many came to the conclusion that
they needed a shot of private sector investment and a dose of business practice. And the
Government came to the view that taxes for utility investment would be unpopular –
there were no votes in sewage! – so it opted for privatisation coupled with effective
regulation.

And, by and large, it worked, for a while. Many of us bought shares. Some of us still
have some! The privatised English water and sewerage plcs invested what was required
to clean up the industry to meet EU standards and the Regulators kept their noses to
the wheel to limit customer charges. In the energy sector, there was the ‘dash for gas’
and with it the serendipitous reduction of CO2 and particulate emissions. The utilities
sweated the assets wherever they could.

It was called Risk Based Asset Management. It was about ‘just in time’ logistics.
But infrastructure resilience and a ‘just in time’ philosophy are not good bedfellows.

Time has moved on – we need to shift from ‘just in time’ to ‘just in case’.
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The headroom and freeboard in many of our utility and infrastructure sectors have
become dangerously low. A report by the UK National Audit Office (NAO 2020) concluded
that cuts in government spending were increasing flood risks in England at a time when
most people accept that the background risks are increasing because of climate change.

And there are a host of other risks out there in the network of all networks… In our rail
and road systems. In our air and seaports. And in our lifeline networks of water, sewerage
and energy. Resilience is seriously threatened at a range of scales.

The shape of things in the future is changing. Infrastructure has its price – and that can
only be paid for by taxes or user charges. And if we want to shape the world, we need a
plan. A systems level plan.

At the end of the day, politicians decide. Well, they do sometimes! Engineers and Econ-
omists will be involved in providing the evidence. But if the politicians will us the means, it
will be engineers who will deliver the ends. One way or the other, engineers will shape the
world.

The case for strategic infrastructure planning has been powerfully made by past ICE
President John Armitt, and chair of the UK National Infrastructure Commission. But as
he pointed out some years ago the National Infrastructure Plan is not strategic: It is essen-
tially a list of projects put together without reference to an evidence-based assessment of the
UK’s long-term needs.

It seems someone needs to take a Systems View!
The question is who?! And this extends beyond the balance between central/regional

/local government/politics. And also to the role of multi nationals. All this might be
accompanied by a radical shift to decentralised and more locally integrated infrastructure
services focussed on the city regions. Another former ICE President, David Balmforth
posed the following question in his Presidential address (Balmforth 2015):

So how do we plan for infrastructure failure? How do we avoid the failure in one area of infra-
structure cascading into other areas? Rather than building ever more complex and inter-
dependent systems, might it not be prudent to rely more on local free-standing systems?

At the city scale, we might well see a shift from the vertically integrated, hierarchical para-
digm of infrastructure provision based on economies of scale, to more horizontally inte-
grated and resilient infrastructure based on what has been termed the ‘economies of
scope’.

It’s all about systems!

At the other end of the spectrum, another former UK Chief Scientific Advisor, Sir David
King, Chairman of the Future Cities Catapult Urban Innovation Group, looked at how
major urban areas actually work, arguing that the design of resilient and sustainable
cities could benefit by looking at mediaeval cities and South American favelas. Whilst
slums represent urban living at its worst, they have been built pragmatically to suit the
needs of their residents, and which embrace ‘self-organised development’. He goes on
to say: Infrastructure is seen as separate units. We must, in the future, see cities as networks
of systems (King 2014).

But what does Shaping the World mean in parts of Africa, Asia and South America?
What does resilience look like to them? And what are the elephants in the room?
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World population growth is one of them. As engineers, we can’t deal with that directly,
but we do know that population growth decreases in economies and societies which are
better off. And they are better off by having access to infrastructure. Sustainable and resi-
lient infrastructure.

Another elephant in the room is the lack of engineering capacity to deliver capital
infrastructure programmes in many of the developing nations of the world. This lack of
professional capacity extends from the individual to the machinery of central and munici-
pal government. It is not so much about Engineering without Frontiers, but of Frontiers
without Engineering.

The UN has established its Sustainable Development Goals in succession to the UN
MDGs. As someone once said, ‘civil engineering is the Art of working with the great
sources of Power in Nature for the use and benefit of society’

So now is the time to get ourselves into shape to do just that – shaping the world and
avoiding the apocalypse. Getting into shape, so that stuff works and people are happy…

Climate Change, Resilience and the UN Sustainable Development Goals are all Systems Level
Problems. Engineers need to play their part in providing Systems Level Solutions. There are
no silver bullets, but there may be some silver linings.
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